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BLG recently attended a conference for Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) in
San Diego, California. We were able to take in some of the sights and
wanted to share with our readers. Most of the photos are from the USS
Midway. The Midway is a decommissioned aircraft carrier. You can tour
the actual facility. It is no longer in working order but the facility was left
in the same condition. 
 
There was also a short talk on how planes are launched from
 and are landed onto the carrier. This is very interesting
 information considering these carriers are floating in a moving
ocean/sea with planes/jets taking off. More information can be
 found https://www.midway.org/
 

SIGHTS FROM SAN DIEGO



Off The Press

WHY DOCTORS SOMETIMES HAVE MILLION$$ OF REASONS NOT

TO ANSWER INJURY QUESTIONS

 
Often times, when mothers contact us regarding their baby’s birth injury, they have lots of questions. We can
listen and understand the facts being presented to us by these families. In some instances, these stories can
have similarities. Some of the similarities stem around communication issues between doctors and the family.
One of the main areas of communication problems deal with doctors not answering questions.
 
For some families, when their baby has suffered a brain injury at birth, doctors can be hesitant as to the
information given to the families. We can see this when the mother has had problems during labor and
delivery. For example, if there was meconium present when the mother’s water broke and the electronic fetal
heart monitor reveal non-reassuring readings.
 
If a doctor and/or hospital deep down believe that they may be 
responsible for the birth injury it can be easy to understand why
more information is not forthcoming. In the section below I will 
spell out why birth injury cases, especially when a brain injury is 
involved, can be valued at millions of dollars in some instances. 
Doctors know this, hospitals know this, and the defense attorneys 
who represent them know this.
 
WILL SOME BABIES WITH BRAIN INJURIES NEED MILLIONS OF DOLLARS TO HAVE THE QUALITY OF
LIFE THEY DESERVE?
 
When a baby suffers a brain injury at birth, the baby can be left with challenges for the rest of their life. These
challenges may not be the same as compared to a baby without a brain injury. As a birth injury attorney, I must
not only think about the baby’s current status, but we must also plan for what the baby will have to deal with
into the future. Generally, babies who have a brain injury and subsequent cerebral palsy diagnosis need
special treatment and resources.
 
 To be able to plan out for these special treatments and resources, we use a tool called a life care plan. A life
care plan is created by a professional whose expertise is in the area of disability and resources. A life care
planner will look to see if the baby will need a wheelchair for example, and any other medical treatment. This
can include certain types of therapies for example, speech therapy, physical therapy, equestrian therapy, and
many other forms of treatment for the baby. The life care plan will also look at the living arrangements for the
baby today and in the future.
 
For the conclusion of this article please visit: bostonlawllc.com and select the Blog tab. 
In addition to this article, there is more valuable information pertaining to this subject and other related matters. 
 
*Remember, each and every case, and each and every client are different. *

by: Marcus B. Boston, Esq
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11th-12th: Joint Base Andrews Air Show

12th: Mother's Day

24-27 Nats vs Marlins – Friday, May 24 

     fans will see a special Fireworks display 

      after the game!

26th: Memorial Day Capital Concert 

27th: Memorial Day

 

THINGS TO DO IN  MAY IN THE DMV

D.C. COMMUTERS TAKE THE TITLE

 
Commuter connections recently shared a story with WTOP regarding the most expensive commutes in
America. When thinking about commuting to work and traffic, most people may picture New York or L.A.
However, the DMV is home to 10 of the top 15 worst commutes in the country. 
 
Factors taken into consideration in calculating commutes are: costs to commute (tolls, car maintenance,
parking), % of income spent on commute and total commute hours. 

 
Here are the top 10 counties with the highest
commuting costs, according to Bloomberg.  

 
1. Charles, Maryland

 
2. Fauquier, Virginia

 
3. Stafford, Virginia

 
4. Contra Costa, California

 
5. Calvert, Maryland

 
6. Prince William, Virginia

 
7. Spotsylvania, Virginia

 
8. Frederick, Maryland

 
9. Carroll, Maryland

 
10. Sussex, New Jersey 
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Disclaimer:
This publication is not intended to provide any legal advice, nor does it create an attorney-client
relationship. Each and every case is different.  To consult the attorneys of Boston Law Group, LLC
regarding a medical malpractice case, please call 301-850-4832. Communication Policy: The
attorneys of Boston Law Group, LLC generally do not accept unscheduled phone calls. This allows
us to focus our time and attention on individual cases, which creates greater quality legal service.

To schedule an appointment, please email: info@bostonlawllc.com.

S T A Y  C O N N E C T E D

Vegan and Gluten Free Pasta Salad

Ingredients:
16 ounces dried fusilli or farfalle pasta, gluten-

free or regular
1/2 cup red onion, diced small

1 large cucumber, diced
1 pint grape tomatoes, halved or quartered

1/2 cup kalamata olives, halved, sliced or left
whole

What you’ll need for the dressing:
1/3 cup extra virgin olive oil

1/4 cup red wine vinegar
2-3 tablespoons fresh lemon juice

1 1/2 teaspoons pure maple syrup (or
preferred sweetener)

2-3 teaspoons dried oregano
1 teaspoon garlic powder

1/2 teaspoon onion powder
1 teaspoon sea salt, more to taste

Fresh-cracked pepper, to taste
1/2 teaspoon crushed red chili flakes

(optional)

 

Directions:

Cook pasta until al dente & according to package

directions (about 9-10 minutes). Rinse under cold water

to stop cooking, Drain and set aside.

In a small-medium bowl, whisk all the dressing

ingredients together. Adjust flavors as needed. It might

taste a little tangy or salty, but it will be spread over a

pound of pasta, so keep that in mind.

If you'd like a tangier flavor, add a small amount of

lemon juice. Set aside.

In a large bowl, add the pasta, onion, cucumber,

tomatoes, and olives. Pour the dressing over everything

and gently toss or fold to combine. 

Cover bowl and place in the fridge for 2-3 hours to let

flavors marinate. Taste again. Prior to serving you may

need to add a splash of lemon juice or EVOO to

moisten.  


